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Abstract 

We present mtngumg result5 from hght rnlcrompy and rheomerry on a lyotrop~c Ianellar l ~ q u ~ d  crystd We find that 
the r~gld~ty  of t h~s  structure 1s in practlce controlled mdmly by a stnbing network of ody-stred, defecn rdther than b\ 
the contmuum e l a s t ~ ~ ~ t y  of the perfectly ahgned phdse T h ~ s  network dec+ under shear but till\ d t c q  1s reurded 
substantldlly by the ~ddltion of mlcron-slzed part~cles wh~ch 'inchar onto 1t5 nodes v~eld~ng J pmcle-\tabdlsed net- 
work gel made of line defects Th~s  work was done III collaborat~on w~th Geethrt Basdpp Suneel V Kumdrdn P r h h  
R Nott (IISc) and V M Ndlk and D Rout (Un~lever Rerenrch Ind~d) 

Surfactants are molecules with a head that 11heq water and a tar1 that doe~n't When m~xed wlth 
water they 'self-assemble" e t o  energy-minirnlsing aggregater ~ c h  as sppher~cd micelles, cy- 
lindlical m~celles, vesicles, and macroscopic bllayers The water-hating tails ailre sequeqtered 
wlthin the aggregate\, whose outsides, all head, are in contact with water A part~culdrlj Lorn- 
mon thermodynam~c phase in surfactant solutions is the lamellar oi L, phase whlch consist9 of 
a stack of bllayers A detaded review of lamellar (also known as smect~c) llquld crystals may 
be found in de Gennes and Prost ' 

A few words about the idenl, perfectly oriented, defect-free L, will set the stage for the pre- 
sent work, which is concelned mainly with how defects alter the mechanical properties of thls 
phase Each bilayei In the stack IS a two-dimensional fluld which we shall take to he parallel to 
the a - y plane, with layer normal pointmg along the : axis The layer thlcbness 1s u and the 
stacking along z is periodic with a repeat distance d The 2 direction is sohd-like' the surfac- 
tant density is a periodic function of z, and dilations or compiesslons of the layer spacing away 
fiom its equilibiium value d, i e displacements of the layers along : by an amount wh~ch de- 
pends on z, incur an elastic energy cost Displacements parallel to the xy plane attract no such 
energy penalty The response of the system to an Imposed veloclty and gradient in the TY plane, 
or to a veloclty in the xy plane but gradient along :, 1s that of a viscous fluld Flow along z wrth 
gradient In the xy plane, by contrast, is of a slow, permeative type, llke that through a porous 
medmm, underlining the sohd-hke nature of the structure along z Accordlngly, ~f the me- 

'Text of lecture delivered at the Annual Faculty rneetlng of the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Sclentlfic Re- 
search at Bangalore on October 21, 1999 
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chanical properties are measured by small-amplitude oscillatory strain, no shear modulus is 

found at zero frequency 

These predrcted properties of well-aligned lamellar phases are m marked contrast to the ob- 
served properties of typical samples of this phase The latter are generally found to have a yield 
stress (a minimum stress below which flow cannot occur) in any drrectlon, and oscillatory 
shear strain in any direction evokes an elastic response at the lowest frequencies The elastic 
moduli show a substantla1 frequency dependence, and the flow in all d~rections is non- 
Newtonian How are these observations to be reconclled with what we know about the struc- 
ture of the phase as a stack of llquid layers? Altematlvely, what microstructure can give rise to 
the observed elasticity? 

One of the major motivations for the present work came from recent studies3 of the 
phase, also a stack of layers but with the rmportant difference that each layer IS solid-like In 
those studles, part~cles of size 10 ,urn or larger were added to the sample and the~r  effect on the 
elasticity monitored It was found that the shear modulus ~ncreased only weakly at first but 
then rose steeply when the volume fraction of added particles reached a few per cent They 
speculated that there was an underlying percolation transit~on of stress-support~ng structures, 
although it was unclear what these structures could be In Shouche et al ' and Reddy et a1 no 
attempt was made to study the microstructure or to model elasticity from known properties of 
lamellar phases 

My presentatttlon here is rather brief as the work is already published Interested readei can 
get details from Basappa et al' Some interesting images may be found at http 11144 16 
75 13O/lcrheoll 

ier theolretlcal work 

The only available theoretical model of the elasticity of disordered lamellar phases is that of 
Kawasak~ and Onuki They begin with the elastic-free energy 

for the layer d~splacernent field u describing small, slowly varying distortrons about a lamellar 
phase wlth layer normal ahgned along the z axis B is the layer-comprev,ion modulus, and K 
the bending modulus governing distortions of the layei orientatron with wave vector in the 
x - y ( i )  plane A layer-spacing vanation along the z direction thus gives a stless CL, = B&l& 

NOW, for a polydomain lamella1 phase with layer normal onented locally along a drrection N 
which vanes slowly from one point of the med~um to another, this means that the local layer 
compression stress is q(r) = N,(r)N,(r)d&u Kawasaki and Onuki then consider a lamellar 
phase consisting of onented regions of characteristic size 6 The oilentation is perfect, apart 
from therI'ndl fluctuat~ons, within each domain but vanes randomly from domain to domam 
The key idea IS to assume that the matenal is in (metastable) thermal equilibrium with the la- 
mellar structuie in each region of size 5 fluctuating with statistical properties governed by 
equipartition with respect to the energy function (I),  but that the domain structure is fixed, not 
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evolving The frequency-dependent iesponse of the matenal is extracted by looh~ng at time 
correlittions of the macroscopic shear stress Denote the laboratory frame coordinates by 
R = (X, Y,  Z), distinct from the local coordinates r = (r, y, ;) In each lamellar doma~n, where 
the layers are locally normal to the z axis The macroscopic, complex, frequency-dependent 
shear vlscoslty for displacements along X and gradients along Y is glven by the Kubo formula 

The average < > is over both the thermal fluctuations and the dotnain structure Kawasakl 
and Onuki then note that OXY( )Ny(R)&u(R, t) and calculate q(w) by decoupling the 
averages over k and the thermal fluctuat~ons u They find a dynamic modulus 
G*(o) = G'(w) + ZG'TOJ) = Nf"' zq') (lo)'', I e that the storage and loss moduli 
~ ' ( 0 )  + zGf'(o) are equal and vary slowly with frequency This appears to be a good descnp- 
tion for the lamellar phase in copolymer systems, and the m~crostructure there is seen to be 
polydornam 

3 Our work 

We study the structure and rnechanlcal propert~es of lamellar phases as a functlon of thelr shear 
history and the concentration of added particles The mechanical properties were measured in a 
Rheol yst AR 1 OOON stress-controlled rheometer (TA Instruments) We studied first the effect 
of shear treatment on elasticity The samples as prepared had storage moduli GI(@ of slightly 
over 1000 Pa at the lowest frequencies ( Z  1 Is), and growing with w over the range studled (up 
to about 100 Is) The samples were then subjected to steady shear (shear rate 1 Is) for durations 
ranging from 4 to 32 minutes After each run of shear treatment the linear vlscoelastlc moduh 
were measured The values found decreased wlth increasing duration of shear treatment, but 
the shapes of the G1(o) curves were essentially unchanged Indeed, they could be superposed 
onto a single curve by plottmg G'/Go vs w/@ for suitable cho~ces of charactenstic modulus Go 
and frequency scale @, both of whlch decreased with increasing shear treatment When a 
small ( 5 % by weight) quantity of sphencal latex spheres of about 10 pm d~ameter IS added to 
the lamellar phase, G' 1s enhanced by about a factor of 2, and decays much more slowly under 
shear treatment These observations suggested to us the following picture there must be an 
underlying structure (on scales larger than the lamellar order) which gives the system its mac- 
roscopic ngidity This structure gets more tenuous when the material is sheared, lead~ng to a 
decrease in the typ~cal rlgid~ty and frequency 3cales Adding particles somehow anchors this 
structule and inhibits its decay under shear Clearly, v~sual information is needed to canfirm 
this guess 

4 Defect structure under shear 

Accordingly, we studied the structure between crossed polarolds through a polansing micro- 
scope (Nikon Optlphot2-Pol) in the laboratory of A K Sood at the Physics Department at 
IISc If the layers are aligned perfectly parallel to the top and bottom plates of the sample cell 
the plane of view will be isotropic and should hence appear dark under crossed polars, defects 
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FIG 1 T ~ L  olly 5tredlc network 

that disrupt this order will then appear as bilght objects In the held of vlew Whd  we u w  lnl- 
trally, in the sdrnple as ptepa~ed, was a highly hetelogeneouq collect~on 0-1- blight regions, rndl- 
cating a hlgh density of detects When steady shear (11s) was dpplled, the pattein evolved, get- 
tmg progressively more alrgned as s~gnalled by the emergence of macioscopic d a ~ k  domalns 
Howevel, these doimalns coexist w~tli a spectaculal network (Fig 1) of syqtem-spanning lme 
defect\ called ozlrl rtr euXr ' This netwo~k di\appeltis quite slowly undei shea~,  and even mole 
slowly IF added particles ale present The oily-stieak netwoi h anchoir on the particles, ~nhlbrt- 
ing its decay under shear The rate of destiuction of the netwoik, as quant~lied by the decdy of 
the brightness 0-1- the tlansnutted Image through c r o w d  polar s, coi-respands well to the rate of 
decrease o-t the shear modulus 

These hnd~ngs ale ~mpor tant because they tell us that ouul lamellar-phciw samples, even 'if- 
tel a small mount  of initial she'uing, ale well orrented on indcroscopic scales Thir means that 
their elastic properties, unlike in Kawasakr and 0nuki6, are not a consequence of a polydomain 
structure Presumably, the shea~ qtress is supported by the oily-stre'lk netwoik A de tded  cal- 
culation of the elaatlcity of such n netwolk is not yet civa~ldble OLU lough theoreticd e\t~mates' 
for ~ t s  rigidlty are however, consistent wlth o u ~  ~bse iv~ i t~ons  

This has been a brief summary of oui work 011 the structure, rnechmcal plopeltles, and flow 
behav~our of lamellar phases We have found that these phases, even when nornlnally allgned 
on large scales, behave 11ke weak elastrc solids This behaviour appeals to ~uise tiom an 'oily- 
streak' defect network of rather striking appearance, dnd our estimates of the elasticity of such 
d network is consistent with the measured values Further wollc is needed to undelrtand the 
mechanics of the netwolk and ~ t s  mteraction wlth shear fields and pait~culate add~tiveq 
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